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Abstract-Computer-generated random sequences were submitted to a Fourieranalysis. The distribution of
thephaseangle wasnotuniform overthecircle,butsome"baldpatches"remained. TheFourieranalysis itself
allows the construction of ideal random sequences. For an "idealwhite noise"the amplitudes werechosenas
one,whereas thephaseangles wereuniformly distributed. For an "idealrandom noise"bothphase angles and
amplitudes were uniformly distributed. Thus. ideal noise patterns were obtained which were analysed
statistically.
I.
Physical experiments result in data which cannot, in the majority of cases, be described by
explicitmathematical relationships, i.e. an exact value cannot be predictedfor a future instant of
time. The nature of these data is random and maybe describedin terms of probability theory by
meansof distribution functions, their characteristicsbeingexpected value,variance, covariance,
etc. Considering the output of a noisegeneratoras a functionof time,a single timehistory which
is called a sample function (or when observed over a finite time interval, a sample record) will
represent only one of many possible results which might have been produced by the generator.
The collection of all possible sample functions or sample records which the generator or any
other random physical phenomenon might have produced is called a stochastic process.
In practice, however, it might be arguedthat no physical data are truly randomsincewe have
insufficient knowledge of the basic mechanisms of the phenomena producing the data. A test for
randomness is usually effective if we have a certain kind of alternative possibility (hypothesis)
i.e. we conjecture that the time process hides, for example, certain periodiccomponents. These
tests usually evolvefrom some kind of analytical procedure which would be performedassuming
the data to be random.
Lanczos proposed that the Fourier analysis be used to search for hidden periodicities in the
computer-generated random sequences. The analysing procedure was the following. The
generated random variables Yo, Yl> .. " Y'n] were considered as the ordinates of a random
function belonging to the equidistantabscissaeof the interval ( - tt, rr). The finite Fourier series
of 2n real data may be written in the form
j = 0,1,2, ... ,2n - 1 (1)
with
k = 1,2, ... , n (2)
and
k = 1,2, ... , n (3)
where a, and bk are the Fourier cosine and sine coefficients respectively.
'Professor Lanczos dealtwiththe topicmentioned inthe titleof thisarticle during the last months of hislife,however, he
did not prepare any manuscript. The co-author's aim has been to collectand arrange the ideasobtained from him by oral
communication or by letter into this single articlewhich should by no means be regarded as a complete work. Had he not
died, Lanczos would most certainly have provided theoretical and practical complementation of the topic. Nevertheless,
publication is felt to be appropriate since the considerations presented here may well be of interest.
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If we compute the finite Fourier transform of 2n real random variables Yj j = 0, 1, . . . ,211 - 1
we obtain the Fouriercosine and sine coefficients ak and b; computedaccordingto the relations
I 2,, -'
ak =- L )'j cos (11"jk /l1)
11 j ~ O
k =0, 1,2, ... ,11 (4)
and
k = 0,1 ,2, .. . , 11 . (5)
Computing the quantities c, and Elk defined by equation (2) and equation (3), respectively, we
transform the original set of random variables Yi j =0, 1,. . . , 211 - 1 into a new set of n
amplitudes Ck and phase angles Elk. (It shouldbe noted that on computing c., the value an should
be divided by 2.) The component ao/2, which is equal to the mean value of the data
Yd = 0,1, ... ,211 - 1 can be omitted at the further analysis and the sinusoidal components of
number 11 having amplitudes Ck and phase angles Elk will be considered.
Lanczos suggested the investigation of the circular distribution of the El~s i.e. the distribution
of the angles in (0,211"). He assumedthat if the variables Yj j =0, 1, ... ,211 - 1are random,having
normaldistribution the coefficients ak and b, are a nearly independent normal pair[1] (Vol. 3. p.
461) then the distribution of Elk k = 1,2, . . . • 11 over the circle will probably be nearly uniform.
The circular distribution of the values
I 360
C k=-- Ck
Ck m a x
k = 1,2 , . . . , 11 (6)
can also be investigated where c, max is the maximum amplitude among the Ck k = 1,2, .. . , 11
defined by equation (2).
He assumed that if the distribution of random amplitudes Ck k = I, 2, ... , 11 are nearly
uniformin the range (0, Ck max] then the circular distribution of C kk = 1,2, ... , 11 will probablybe
nearly uniform.
Analysing 256 randomvariablescalculatedaccordingto the methodof Marsaglia and Bray[2],
the circular distribution of Elk k = 1,2, ... ,11 turned out to be not so uniform as Lanczos
expected but some "bald patches" remained as can be seen in Fig. 1. The distribution of the
Ckk = 1,2, ... ,11 is illustrated in Fig. 2.
By this preliminary analysis Lanczos was led to the idea of the construction of "ideal random
sequences" by the Fourier synthesis choosing in equation (1) the individual components in any
kind of uniform way.
2.
Let us choose the equidistant abscissae of the interval (- 11", 11") in the mid points of the
!f-- - - - -r-- - - - -- -"!"
Fig. 1. Circulardistribution of the phaseangles (<), at the analysis of 256 random variables calculated by the
Marsaglia-Bray method [21.
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Fig. 2. Circular distribution of the quantities c ~ defined by equation (6) at the analysis of 256 random
variablescalculatedby the Marsaglia-Bray method[2].
subintervals [a(71'/1I), (a + 1)(71'/11)] a = - 11, ... ,11 - I, i.e.
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a = - (n - 1), . .. , n. (7)
Thischoiceof the points Xu guarantees that the points 0 and ± 71' will play no particular role.
The finite Fourier series of the real function y(x ) can be written in the complex form
k =lO
a = - (/I - I), ... , /I (8)
with the values
and
P-k = Pt = c. e"3, = c, (cos 0 k + i . sin 0 k)
Introducing the Fourier coefficients
k = 1,2 , . . . , 11
k = 1,2, ... , n
(9)
(10)
a; = c, cos 0 k
b, = c, sin 13 k
the phase angles will be
while the amplitudes
k = 1,2 , . . . , /I
k = 1,2, . . . , /I
k = 1,2 , . . . , 11 .
(11)
(12)
(13)
Turning to a real representation of Yo first we eliminate the coefficients Pk then we separate the
real and imaginary parts. The latter being zero we obtain
n
s: = 2 2: c. cos tkx; - 13 k )
k "~ 1
a = -(n - 1) , .. . ,n. (14)
Using the appropriate trigonometric addition formula equation (14) can be rewritten as
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y" = 2 (~, Ck cos 0 k cos (Ia,,) +~1 Ck sin 0 k sin (Ia,,))
cos (nx,,) =0 Q' = - (n - I), . . . , n
. ( ) _ { + I if Q' is even
sm nr, - _ I if 0: is odd
Q' = - (n - I), . . . , n. (1 5)
(16)
Q' = - (n - I), .. . , n.
and substituting the Fourier coefficients defined by equation (I I) we obtain
y" = 2(~ ak cos (kx,,)+~ b, sin (kx,,)- (- ttb,,)
Let us consider that in the complex values
(17)
k = 1, 2, . .. , n (18)
the amplitudes Ck and phaseangles 0 k k = 1,2, ... , n are given as Ck == 1k = 1,2, ... , n while the
phase angles 0 k k = 1,2 , .. . , n are chosen in the following random way
e. = (mk-D~ if mk> 0
o. = (mk+D~ if mk < 0 (19)
where mLs are randompositive or negative integers in the range [I , n] . The identification index k
was chosen in Monte Carlo fashion. The 0 Ls cover all the values (2k - 1)(1T12n) k = 1, 2, . . . , n
but having random order and random sign.
It is obvious from equations (9)and (10) that each value of 0 k k = 1,2, . . . , n will be present
with ± sign and these 2n angle values are distributed over the circle uniformly. Calculating the
Fourier coefficients ak and b, according to equation (11) using constant amplitudes and the
random angle values 0 k k = 1, 2, . .. , n defined by equation (1 9), the Fourier synthesis by
equation (17) gives the sequence y" 0: = - (n - I) , . . . , n the members of whichcan be considered
as the respective ordinates of a random function defined for x, = (20: - 1)(1T12n) 0: =
- (n - I) , ... , n.
We turn to the general case when besides the random phase angles the amplitudes
Ck = 1,2, ... ,n are not constant but random values expressed in the form
k =I ,2, ,, . ,n (20)
where (r. r-, . . . , z.) is a random permutationof the set (I, 2, .. . , n) . In this way we obtain a new
random sequence y" a = - (n - I), . . . , n with randomamplitudes lyingon the interval (0,2) and
having uniform distribution. It can be seen that the quantities c ~ k = 1,2, . . . , n calculated
from the random amplitudes c, k = 1,2, ... , n according to equation (6) will have uniform
distribution over the circle but have random order. Further we denote the sequence having
amplitudes according to equation (20) as wellas allquantities calculated from the members of this
sequence with the sign - distinguishing it from the sequence y" a = - (n - I), . . . ,n having
amplitudes Ck == t k = l , 2, .. . , n.
The distributionof the harmonic components of the sequences y" and y" 0: = - (n - I), . . . , n
calculated by our procedure was studied by plotting the coefficients a, and b, separately in a
graph, see [3] p. 250, and illustrated for the case n = 8 in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.The values
k12n k = l , 2, ... , n were chosen as abscissae to these coefficients.
3.
In this point we consider the variables x" 0: = - (n - I), . . . , n defined by equation (7) as time
coordinates. In this case the sequences y" and y" O! = - (n - I), . . . , n can be considered as the
0:(
8
I
c~
- I
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Fig. 3. Random Fouriercosineand sinecoefficients for the case n =8. e~s belong to the random integers
(m,. m,•. . . •m.)= (-3. -7. -5.1.-2.6. 8.-4).
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Fig.4. Random Fourier cosineandsine coefficients. Theamplitudes c. k = J, 2, . . . , n belong to the random
permutation( r ior" . . . , r. ) = (6, 1,2,8,5.3,7,4).Thephase anglese. k = 1, 2, . . . •8are thesame as inFig. 3.
sampledata values of the time history records y(x) and y(x) respectivelyfound at the points x"
a = - (n -1), , n. Our aim is the study of the statistical behaviourof the sequences y" and y"
a = - (n -1), , n.
First of all we investigate some sample characteristics, then we apply two probability tests:
test of the periodicities in the data and the test of the normality of the data.
Sincethe variablesof both sequences belongto the equidistantpoints of the interval ( - 7T, 7T),
apart from point zero, the sample mean value of both sequences is equal to zero.
Since the sample mean value is zero, the sample mean square value is given as
I n In n n
- 2 ~ - 2 _ ~ ~ p * ~ ei(k-ilxoy = - £.oJ y" - - £.oJ £.J Pk i £.oJ •2n ,, --(n- I ) 2n k~-n i ~-n ,, - - (n - ' ) (21)
geometric progression we have
n
Usingthe notations m = k - j and SCm) = L eimxo for the sum SCm) havingmemberswith
a =-(n - I)
j2n if m = 0 i.e. k = j im 2 1TS( ) - -!n-(I /2»lm (". /n ) 1- e - 0m - e I Im(". ' n) --e
- 2n if m =2n or m =- 2n.
if mY! 0
but m y! 2n or - 2n
(22)
Taking into account equation (22) and changing the positive values of k we have
CAMWA Vol. 1,No,314-B
(23)
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from which for the sample variance we obtain
~2 4n ("-I 2 2. 2 )
S = 2n _ 1 &1c, +2cn Sin 0 n • (24)
The quantity &2 calculated here is unbiased estimate of the true variance. The sample variance
of the data Ya a = - (n - I), . . . , n is the following simpler form of equation (24)
2 4n 2 . 20
s =2n_l(n-1+ Sin " n). (25)
We have performed the autocorrelation analysis for both sequences Ya and Ya
a = - (n - 1), ... , n. The autocorrelation function establishes the influence of the data values at
any time over values at a future time. The autocorrelogram for a sine wave, or any other
deterministic data persists over all time displacement while that of the randomdata having zero
mean value is sharply peaked at zero time and equal to the mean square value then diminishes
rapidly to zero for large time displacement. In the hypothetical case when the data are purely
random (the limiting case of white noise) the autocorrelogram is the delta function at zero time
displacement.
Sinceour data canbe considered as the sample values takenfroma timehistoryrecordhaving
zero mean value the estimated autocorrelation function at the displacement I (1T In) can be
calculated by the formula
()
I 2n-1
R IE. = -2-I ~ ss.:n n ,, ~ I (26)
where I is the lag number the maximum value of which it is desirable be kept to less than
one-tenthofthe sample size,See Ref. [4] p. 290. Autocorrelograms calculated withthe standardized
valuesof y" and Ya for the samples of size 128 canbe seen in Fig. 5and Fig.6 respectively. Wecan
10
- I
x
Fig. 5. Autocorrelogram for 128 random variables having constant amplitudes and random phase angles
calculated byourprocedure.
conclude from our procedure to the fact that the terms of both sequences Yo and y"
a = -en -1), . .. , n show independence in a very good approximation.
Turningto the test of normality, the constructionof the data by equation(17) suggests on the
basis of Central Limit Theorem the assumption of a normal (Gaussian) distribution. The
Shapiro-Wilk test[5] was used to justify the distributional assumption. The test statistic W can
be obtained by dividing the square of an appropriate linear combination of the ordered random
-{
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Fig.6. Autocorrelogram for 128 random variables having random amplitudes and phaseangles calculated by
ourprocedure.
Table I. Random values of m;s and r;s k = 1,2, ... ,16 were used for calculating Fouriercoefficients and the 32random
variables calculated fromthem
m~s 9 -I -7 6 ~ II 16 13 -8 -15 10 -12 4 -14
r~s 12 4 II 16 7 15 6 10 2 13 9 14 8
random ),626743 1·299703 1·122445 - 3·011157 - 2-082297 - 0·5355756 1·988831 - 0·0998658
variables
Ya 8·272818 6·346098 - 1·085445 - 2·855034 -3-819102 0·9884550 4·872167 -0·6647398
0·4348352 5·783807 - 2·530295 - 3-115802 - 1·427927 -4-433291 0·5003002 2·269780
-7·409533 - \·\55906 - 1·538600 - 4·435274 1·119234 5·435410 - 2·984064 1·123285
observations YI :"S Yz:"S ... :"S YN(N = 2n) by the usual symmetric estimate of variance: i.e.
[i ai(Yi - Yn-i+l)r
W = -=-'~_1-;-:2n:------=-
L(y,_y)2
;=1
(27)
where y is the sample mean value.
The coefficients ai for N = 2 (I) 50are given in ref. [5],pp. 603-604. For the sampleof size 32
W = 0·904belongsto the critical significance levelof 1%, see ref. [5]p. 605.In generalsmallvalues
of W are significant, i.e. indicate non-normality.
We have executed the W test for 32 random variables generated by our procedure.
The result is
(28)
where y~s can be seen in Table 1.; these being ordered before calculation. The coefficients a"
a = 1,2, ... , 16were taken from ref. [5]p. 604.The HI isvery close to the 50%point0,968,whichis
consistent with the normality assumption.
On the basis of the above we can declare that the sets of the generated data y" and y"
a = - (n - 1),... ,n can be considered as the samples having nearly independent data values
from a population with Gaussian distribution.
The considerations above can be summarizedon the basis of equation (14) as follows: if each
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member of a sequence is the sum of the sinusoidal components with constant amplitudes and
random phase anglesfollowing uniform distribution in the range(0,21T) then the sequence itself
can be considered as a Gaussian "ideal white noise pattern". If the above case is true with
random amplitudes having uniform distribution in the interval (0,Ck max] where Ck max is the
maximum amplitude, the sequence forms a Gaussian "ideal random noise pattern".
Acknowledgement-I gratefully acknowledge thevaluable discussions with Professor I. Vincze inthewriting ofthispaper.
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